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Shoothing The Rapids 2016

Information:

Name: Shooting The Rapids

Theme: Rapids

Production year: 2016

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers

3 pop bumpers

2 spinners

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

1-bank spot targets (1)

2-bank spot targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (2)

7-bank drop targets (1)

7-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Shooting The Rapids 2016 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016
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Would love to say that this game is good. But its simply just bad. I do love the sport of handball, but this game is so shallow on
all areas. Gameplay is bad in my opinion and its hard to play on a computer.

Handball is in my opinion a hard game to make like FIFA because of the fact that there is so many elements in handball that
would be hard to control. I do understand the choice of trying out the EA FIFA module because you see how much money they
are getting. But if I had the liscens for this I would much rather take the Football Manager path, and I belive that this would fit
the game much better. When you can make tactics before hand and use your time on "getting ready" I think a game like that
would have much more depht and be a better representative of the sport that is Handball.

I would not buy this game! But sadly I did.. Older Engine But now with higher resolution up to 1080p HORNY!!!!! ps:great
music. 2019, the year we finally got a real Ace Combat game on PC.. Great Game!!!!!. BUYER BEWARE!
Game not compatible with new Operating Systems. A few potential fixes floating around on community boards but after
spending hours trying them all still didn't work for mine, and had refund refused by Steam. So if you want to try it you do so
risking you end up paying and getting nothing - so just wanted you all to be aware.. The Happy Hereafter is a casual strategy
game. You manage the underworld and the poor souls who will become your slaves, err your workers. The aim of the game is to
discover the entire map by unlocking all the areas, interact with some wacky NPCs quest givers, grab all the resources, build
everything you can and upgrade it to the max. It\u2019s a tiny persistent world, i.e. there aren\u2019t several levels with
different maps, you have one big map.
It\u2019s a casual game so there\u2019s no time pressure, you\u2019re never stuck wondering what to do next as the game
keeps throwing small tasks at you and can\u2019t even choose where to build anything: everything have an already set place.
The gameplay is how efficiently you\u2019ll exploit all your resources and plan your crafting to do all the quests and finish the
game. When you finish you can still keep on playing your little world if you want to.
It lasted around 6 hours and had a bit of complexity with the craft: you can produce several different food items, use them in a
dozen cooking recipes; you also pick wood and stones and craft statues and other gift shop goodies. You can sell anything you
pick or craft using a trading post and use your money to buy additional workers.
Expecting a trash game I was surprised by the overall quality. The graphics are nice, with a Tim Burton style. The music is calm
and fitting, a bit eerie. The texts are fun to read and some quests made me chuckle. The game is pleasant and really well made
and if you\u2019re a fan of casual lighthearted fun, you shouldn\u2019t miss it. Especially now since the game is on sale at a
ridiculous price!
Similar games: the Virtual Villagers games, Wild Tribe, The Island Castaway games, Gemini Lost, Farm Tribe, Wandering
Willows\u2026 And to some extent All My Gods and Hero of the Kingdom games..
Nepgear\u7684\u6cf3\u88c5\u5728Leanbox\u7684\u516c\u5173\u6295\u8d44\u52308\u7ea7\u540e\u83b7\u5f97

You will receive Nepgear's swimsuit after the Public Relations Investment of Leanbox reaches lv.8.. Summary: no regrets
buying it.

its not perfect. has it flaws? - yes
has it questionable design choices? - yes
is the graphic medicore? - yes
did it made fun? hell yeah!

The game is pretty niche, you don\u00b4t make much by yourself, you kinda set things up that will then have an effect.
in the first glance i underestimated the game\u00b4s complexity. you may be only watching the fight, seeing
research\/production only as numbers but the impact your choices and distributions have is insane.
changed some settings and from a devasting loss became a clean victory.
in the end i don\u00b4t have any regrets buying it, even if i first was intimidated by the low amount of
reviews\/info\/discussions.
it kept me good entertained and even forget time sometimes.
the game focuses on its strengths and its flaws arent that much of a bother.

i can, without doubt, recommend this little gem
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I downloaded the add on but do not see it in my library. Help is difficult. Looking for a solution.... It's cool, and has several
layers of interesting loot and progression systems to play with. The world is interesting to explore, with many things to look at
and read about.

The combat is decent, maybe a bit less clear or weighty than I'd like, but still, well made.. Sadly i had to refund this because
even when the game seems fun and with a good design from the trailers, the lack of IA for bot matches, Online Support and
even support for keyboard and mouse its a huge deal breaker. Maybe if they update the game i will get it again but for now i
suggest you get duck game, brawlhalla, rivals of aether all good choices around a similar price and with the things this game
lack. I don't dislike this game enough to not recommend it, but also don't like it enough to give it a glowing review. I give it a
solid 'meh' overall.

I got all the endings and achievements in this game in less than an hour. Each run is almost painfully short and the story is vague
until you get closer to the true ending. But even then, we are not told much. And of course, there's the matter of price. I don't
feel this game is worth $2.99, even with the additional content so I highly recommend buying it on sale.

On a positive note, though; the sprites and artwork are beautiful, the music is nice, and the additional content they've thrown in
is neat. And I especially liked how the completion of each ending activated a very small note within the game's files. It was a
nice touch, though if I had not been told about it I probably never would have seen them.. The owner of this game is very un-
professional and insults his player base. Also the game has huge problems with ping and game play issues due to the fact the
creator of the game hasn't made to much progress on the game play. If you speak your opinion on the following you get banned.
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